Who are Land Surveyors?
Land Surveyors are historians, researchers, legal authorities, explorers and adventurers. Surveyors play an important role in society and are instrumental in the development of all of the properties, buildings, bridges and roads in America.

What Surveyors Do
Surveyors make precise measurements to determine property boundaries, and provide data relevant to the shape and contour of the Earth’s surface for engineering, map making and construction projects.

Go Beyond Boundaries: Become a Professional Land Surveyor!

CONTACT:
3502 Woodview Trace, Ste. 300
Indianapolis, IN 46268
317.454.8309
info@ispls.org
www.ispls.org
NOT YOUR AVERAGE CAREER
You should enjoy your work! As a professional land surveyor, you’ll have the unique opportunity to:

• Work outdoors and in the office
• Use the latest technology
• Protect your fellow citizens’ land ownership rights
• Earn excellent pay
• Leave a lasting impact - your work will be around for centuries!
• Watch this video to learn more: bit.ly/MapTheWorld

HOW TO GET STARTED
Ready to make a difference and join the field? To become a professional land surveyor, you’ll need to earn a degree in surveying or related field, pass the required exams then become licensed.

High school and college students interested in surveying should take courses in algebra, trigonometry, drafting, geography and computer science.

Area universities that offer surveying education programs:
• Vincennes University
• Purdue University
• Cincinnati State Technical and Community College
• Ferris State University